Use of image features in predicting visually lossless thresholds of JPEG2000 compressed body CT images: initial trial.
To test the image features that may be useful in predicting the visually lossless thresholds (VLTs) of body computed tomographic (CT) images for Joint Photographic Experts Group 2000 (JPEG2000) compression. The institutional review board approved this study, with a waiver of informed patient consent. One hundred body CT studies obtained in different patients by using five scanning protocols were obtained, and 100 images, each of which was selected from each of the 100 studies, were collected. Five radiologists independently determined the VLT of each image for JPEG2000 compression by using the QUEST algorithm. The 100 images were randomly divided into two data sets-the training set (50 images) and the testing set (50 images)-and the division was repeated 200 times. For each of the 200 divisions, a multiple linear regression model was constructed on a training set and tested on a testing set regarding each of five image features-standard deviation of image intensity, image entropy, relative percentage of low-frequency (LF) energy, variation in high-frequency (HF) energy, and visual complexity-as independent variables and considering the VLTs determined with the median value of the radiologists' responses as a dependent variable. The root mean square residual and intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for the 200 divisions between the VLTs predicted by the models and those determined by radiologists were compared between the models by using repeated-measures analysis of variance with post-hoc comparisons. Mean root-mean-square residuals for multiple linear regression models constructed with variation in HF energy (1.20 ± 0.10 [standard deviation]) and visual complexity (1.09 ± 0.07) were significantly lower than those for standard deviation of image intensity (1.65 ± 0.13), image entropy (1.63 ± 0.14), and relative percentage of LF energy (1.58 ± 0.12) (P < .01). ICCs for variation in HF energy (0.64 ± 0.05) and visual complexity (0.71 ± 0.04) were significantly higher than those for standard deviation of image intensity (0.04 ± 0.02), image entropy (0.05 ± 0.02), and relative percentage of LF energy (0.20 ± 0.04) (P < .01). Among the five tested image features, variation in HF energy and visual complexity were the most promising in predicting the VLTs of body CT images for JPEG2000 compression.